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TAG NAMING RULES AND P&ID SYMBOLS FOR INSTRUMENTATION 

1 General 

The purpose of the present specification is to provide directions on the requirements for identification rules, applied 
symbol systems and drawing symbols used at instrumentation designing. 

The Project Specification may contain deviations from or modifications on these requirements. 

Any deviation from the contents of the documentation or the project specification is subject to MOL Group’s written 
authorisation. 

2 Governing codes & standards 

The identification establishment shall meet the codes and standards regarding the instrumentation identification 
rules, especially MGS-M-REF-I-4 & MGS-S-REF-I-4. 

3 Instrumentation identification establishment rules 

3.1 Purpose 

1. Applying the rules, the instrumentation can be described from the field instruments to the control system. 

2. The following shall be prepared applying the requirements and rules of design id mark establishment and 
symbol system: 

 design sketches; 

 technical descriptions and technical documentation; 

 instrumentation system drawings, loop diagrams, logic drawings; 

 functional descriptions; 

 flow diagrams (FD), piping and instrumentation drawings (P&I) 

 construction drawings; 

 instrument specifications, instrument orders; 

3. Within the framework of identification establishment, the markings for the process and instrumentation shall 
be established as understandable as possible. 

4. Each instrument, instrument element and function shall be allocated a tag number. The tag number 
consists of a combination of letters and numbers. Within the framework of the standard, it is recommended 
to use accuracy and supplementary markings beyond the application of the basic ones. 

3.2 Typical identification structure 

Table No.1 shows the information content of the letters and numbers in the identification according to their position. 

 
HPDICAH -103  - Instrument identification or Tag Number 

   P -103  - Loop identification 

   PDICAH   - Functional identification 

H   - Optional prefix (identification of plant or facility) 

   P   - First-letter (Measured or controlled characteristic) 

     D   - First-letter modifier 

        ICA   - Succeeding-letters (I: display, C: control, A: alarm)  

               H   - Succeeding-letters modifier (H: high) 

 -103  - Loop number 

Table No.1: Structure of a typical Tag Number (i.e. HPDICAH-103) 

The loop number for measuring circuits shall possibly consists of 3 or 4 characters. 

In the different drawings, the instruments shall be marked with symbols. The symbols can be identified with the Tag 
Number. 
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3.3 Function identification (First-letter) 

The function identifications used by MOL Group are shown in Table No.2, including the basic and accuracy marks 
for the measured or initiating variable, as well as the basic and accuracy marks for the readout, passive or output 
function. 

1. The functional identification of an instrument is made according to the function and not according to the 
construction. For instance, if volume measuring is done with pressure difference transmitter (orifice flow 
measuring), then the identification id FT and not PDT; if a pressure switch is connected to the outlet of a 
pneumatic level switch, then its identification is LS and not PS. 

2. The first letter of the function identification is always given the identification of the measured or initiating 
variable, and not according to the manipulated variable. For instance, if the flow volume is changed by the 
control valve used for level control, then the identification of the valve is LV and not FV. 

3. The succeeding-letters of the functional identification designate one or more readout or passive functions 
and/or output functions. A modifying-letter may be used, if required, in addition to one or more other 
succeeding-letters. For instance, if, in the case of pressure measuring, high and low alarm is given, it is 
PIAHL. 

4. For identifications with comprehensive function, modifying-letters can be used in accordance with the 
governing standards. 

5. Types shall establish the loop number of he loop identification for the loop of different type (on the basis of 
the measured or initiating variable)—parallel type. On the basis of the measured or initiating variable in the 
case of different loop, tag numbers of the same serial number can occur (i.e. it is possible to have TIC-105 
and PI-105, but the PI-105 and PSH-105 is not allowed if the two loop mean two different loop as well). 

6. If there are more elements within one loop with the same function, then differentiating mark shall be used. 
(i.e. FV-120A, FV-120B). 

 

First-letter Succeeding-letters 

Measured or 
initiating variable 

Modifier Readout, passive or 
output function 

Modifier 

 
A Analysis  Alarm, light and sound Alarm 

B Burner, Combustion    

C   Control Closed position 

D Density Differential   

E Electrical char.  Element  

F Flow rate Ratio   

G   Glass, viewing  

H Hand   Upper limit, start 

I   Indicate  

J Power    

K Time, Time 
schedule 

Compensation   

L Level  Light Lower limit, stop 

M Moisture   Intermediate 
position 

N Running, operation    

O   Orifice Open position 

P Pressure, vacuum  Measuring place  

Q Quality  Integrate, totalize  

R Radiation  Record  

S Speed, frequency, 
rpm 

Mark Switch  

T Temperature  Transmit  

U Multivariable func  Multifunction unit  
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V Viscosity  Valve  

W Force, Weight  Well  

X Other  Other  

Y   Operational unit  

Z Position  Safety  

     

Identification letters 
Table No.2 

3.4 Instrument line symbols 

For the connection of instrument and function marks described with tag number, and for the establishment of signal 
connections, the line symbols in picture No.1 can be used. 

The line symbols in the picture shall be applied in the instrumentation process flow diagrams (PFD), and the piping 
and instrumentation drawings (P&I) as well. 

 

 

Picture No.1: Instrument line symbols 
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3.5 General instrument or function symbols 

For symbolise the instrument elements and the instrumentation tasks the drawing symbols in picture No.2 shall be 
used. The drawing symbols differentiate the instruments and tasks as per location and serviceability, as well as 
their mounting position in the process control system. 

 

Picture No.2: General instrument or function symbols 

4 Requirements on contents and style of the Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams 

4.1 Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams, P&ID’s (for process and utility systems) Information shall 
include: 

1. Process line sizing, defining line number, pipe class, tracing, insulation, valving and relief valves, piping 
elements. 

2. All process equipment shown with item numbers and names (including installed spares). 

3. All instrumentation and instrument loops, interlock systems, ESD functions in details with symbols as per 
relevant standard, with first block valves (except for TE’s & TW’s) shall be indicated in P&ID. Fail position 
of control valves, ESD valves, as well as the COF (centreline of float) of displacer type instruments shall 
also be indicated. 

4. Location requirement (field/local, panel/main, board/PLCDCS, etc) of instruments shall also be indicated. 

5. Special instructions and procedures important to be observed in respect of construction and operation 
(such as independent instruments and controls, readability requirements, slope, valves position, min/max, 
distance from some reference point, etc.). 

6. Vents and drains required for process or operating reasons, but not testing. 

7. All start-up, bypass, and emergency lines, valves and instruments required for proper operation of the unit. 
Valves of sectioning during normal operation, block-out of spares or failed equipment, as well as vent and 
drain ones shall be determined during PID review meeting and subject to Client approval. 
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8. Required line slope and relative elevations of equipment, or special conditions such as vertical loop 
dimensions, gravity lines with or without pockets, etc. 

9. Special instructions and procedures important to observe in respect of construction and operation, critical 
piping sections. 

10. Utility requirements, connections for process purposes. 

11. Equipment summary data table in each PID incl. main design parameters. 

12. Utility/auxiliary P&ID’s covering steam, cooling water, fuel, instrument air, steam-condensate, boiler feed 
water, blow-down, slop dosing, etc., with the same content as similar process P&ID’s  

13. P&ID’s for Package Units shall be conform to the process P&ID’s. 

4.2  

1. All process and utility equipment and piping lines all bypass lines, valves and instruments required for the 
start-up, shutdown and safe operation of the Plant. 

2. Connections to existing piping systems shall also be shown. 

3. Auxiliary equipment and their connections and instrumentation (auxiliary equipment may be separately 
illustrated). 

4. Data for design capacity, differential head and power output of pumps. 

5. Data for compressor differential pressure, flow rates and power output. 

6. Data for vessel diameters and tangent-to tangent length, design pressure and design temperature. 

7. Data for heat duties, heat exchanger area, design pressure and design temperature of heat exchangers 
and fired heaters. 

8. Identification data and overall dimensions of equipment. 

9. Identification and size data and pipe class of piping lines. 

10. Reference number of piping lines. 

11. Information on insulation and heat tracing. 

12. Marking of piping sections to be heat traced. 

13. Critical piping sections. 

14. Shut-off, throttle, needle and check valves and all other valves. Valve symbols shall represent the required 
valve types (ball valve, gate valve, needle valve, first block valves of instruments etc.). 

15. Safety valves, etc. and their typical operating parameters. 

16. All measurement, control, alarm ESD and regulation functions of primary and secondary processes, 
including the alternative measurement and control functions which may be required in case of alternate 
feeds and the custody measurements required for the material and energy (utility) balances of the Plant. 

17. Instrumentation symbols and tag numbers in accordance with relevant standard. 

18. Differentiated symbols for conventional instrumentation functions and DCS functions. 

19. Connections between detectors and actuators of alarm and shutdown functions, signal types (electric or 
pneumatic), requirements for additional provisions and protections (e.g. heat tracing). 

20. Centreline of level instruments (COF) 

21. Operating conditions of control valves on utility failure (fail open or fail closed); 

22. Drain, sample, vent and blow-down points. 

23. Location data in accordance with process requirements (e.g. minimum and maximum elevations for 
erection). 

24. Notes important to observe in respect of operation (such as interdependent instruments and controls, 
readability requirements during operation, slope, valve or branch-off positions, i.e. minimum or maximum 
distances from some reference point, etc.). 

25. Software connections of instrumentation functions. 

26. Required line slope and relative elevations of equipment, or special conditions, gravity lines with or without 
pockets etc. 

27. All start-up, bypass and emergency lines and instruments required for proper operation of the plant. 

28. Branch-off connections, detection and control means, block valves, blinds, etc. installed in piping runs shall 
be indicated in the sequence required by the particular operating process. 

29. Provisions shall be made for isolating, draining or venting and calibrating during operation each 
instrumentation item in direct contact with process streams by the use of appropriate block valves. 
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30. Utility distribution systems shall be illustrated by separate P&I diagrams, with the indication of entrance and 
exit to and from processing sections (blocks) and of connections to existing headers. 

31. P&I integration of auxiliary systems for Vendor Packages (pumps, compressors etc. 

32. Actual nozzle size of machines and equipment. 

33. Actual nozzle size of safety valves. 

34. Indication of new drains and vents due to piping re-arrangement. 

35. Indication of connection sizes for selected instruments. 

36. Indication of automatic fire emergency shut-off valves. 

37. Utility Station: indication of inert gas, air, water, steam, vents and drains required for process, utilities or 
operating or pressure test. 


